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V~'riting Scientific Explanations

Seiendfic explanapoi~s axe diffexci~t from everyday expl~nagons because they are Uased on evidence.
Science students need to explain the conclusions t1~at they tcacl~ in a dear way. Claim, evidence, and
reasoning is a format ctrae makes writing ve~~ camples ideas a little easier.

'The CER Framework:

Claim: rinswexs the focus question from ehe invesu~*aaon(s).

Evidence: Uses daea from die expeximent(s) to support tl~e claim. Data must be approp~~iate,
sufficient, and scientifically accwatc.

Reasoning: A justification thae shows why tl~e data tonnes as evidence to support the claim and
includes appfopxiate scientific principles

Cowiter Claim: Describes ocher plausiUle claims)

Rebuttal: Pxot~ides conntex evidence and reasoning for why else altesnauve claims) are not the
appropriate explanation for the quesrion oz problem.

Sample Scientific Lxplaz~ation

A class is investigating: Does the mass of an object determine whether the object ~i~il] flpat or sink?
Thep collect tl~c followia~g tiara:

Claim: The mass o£ an object does noe decemvne wl~ethet the object will float or sink.
F.~ddence: Tl~e xubbe~ s[opper had a mass of 75g and it wa<_ the onl}~ object chat sank, Both the
boat and the glass bottle lead masses greater titan the ruUber seoppei (1538 and 5508 respectiael~=)
and body objects floated. The cork stopper; dough, did float and had a mass of 25g, which is less
than the mass of flee robber seopper.
Reasoning: Since d~c results me connadicmTy, mass alone cannot be the only factor that
determines whether an object will float ox sink. It is tl~e density of xhe object compared to the
density of the water fliat determines if it will float or sink. Both the mass and volume of an object
need to be considered when detexmirang if die oUjece will float or sink.
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s Hone-sentence answer m ine question you invesugatea.
It answers; what can you conclude?
It should`not start'with yes or no:

F It sliculd describe the relationship beriveen dependent and independent variables.

Sufficient -Use enough evidence to support the claim.

e Appropriate'— Use'data that support your claim. Leave out information that doesn't suppert the claim.

Qualitative — (Using the senses); ar Quanti#ative (numericaD, or a combination of both.

Shows how or why the data ccunt as evidence to support the claim.
Provides the justification for why this evidence is important to this claim.
Includes one or more scientific principles that are important to'tYie claim antl evidence.
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